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Did you know that the change of battery can change the performance of the electronic equipment? If
you are surprised then you must try Makita battery once and find the change yourself. But why this
happens? The main reason lies in the making technique and the materials used in it. That is why
Makita used high end materials while building the batteries that not only perform better but also lasts
long. The batteries are generally of categories such as lithium ion, Ni cad, and Nimh batteries.

Before purchasing any battery, it is important to know the specific signs of the batteries and see
what is offered by makita battery. For example, there is a term named mah which is sometime
misinterpreted as power denomination. This is actually the charge capacity that each battery has.
As the mah, number increases the charge storage capacity of the battery increases. A battery with a
larger Mah will last longer without recharging.

There is another thing that is known as memory effect of the battery. You may know that all
batteries have a specific lifetime after which it cannot be recharged. But in some batteries, this
comes early while in some cases this comes late. It is basically the loss of charge in every recharge
where the battery can remember a lesser capacity to charge. In case you are using a NI cad battery
the memory effect will be more than other types. But as the power is more which is desirable for
many tools and as they are less costly, they are still a popular choice. They are cost effective for
many tools. All makita batteries are best in quality and it will keep your tools safe too.
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For more information on a makita batteries, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a makita battery!
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